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 Get online Kundli charting and forecasting software for the Kundali in Indian languages of Hindi, Marathi, Tamil, Telugu and
Bengali. The software can be used to make an independent Kundali, other wise known as a Panchkundali. References External

links Surastr Introduction of Marathi word meaning Introduction of Hindi word meaning আশীর্দানতা in Hindi Prarthana: A
Women's Movement in Marathi Category:Marathi words and phrases Category:Hindi words and phrases Category:Hindi

language Category:Marathi language Category:Marathi-language literature Category:Indian literature Category:Indian women
activists Category:Women in Marathi literatureQ: Android REST API without Authentication with App Engine I am developing

an Android app that communicates with App Engine (mostly to display a map) Currently, I am using REST API and this is
working fine, but I would like to remove the need for authentication. I am currently using Google App Engine as my backend
server, and would like to do a cross-platform (Android, iOS) "remoting" of requests. I don't need to access any user data, I just

want to send information between android and app engine (and vice-versa). I've found this link which states that I could use
RESTFul WebService and I am trying to follow these instructions in order to do so. It doesn't have any real good documentation
for the new App Engine version, so I am trying to do some test with a RESTful API app. I've created a project and a "service"
project. The problem is, I cannot figure out how to add the GET/POST params to my appengine backend code. I have tried to
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change the way my backend is declared (putting it into a class with a main function) but I get
"com.google.appengine.tools.development.gwt.AppEngineLauncher$AppEngineStartupException: Unable to find an 'App

Engine application' defined in the service configuration file." The appengine backend doesn't seem to recognize the "createUrl"
call. Am I doing something wrong or do I need some other steps? A: Check out the docs for Running web services in the App

Engine SDK 82157476af
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